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FEATURES

Do Mini-Meetings Mean Mini-Impact?
There's a growing trend to reduce the
length of meetings (three days are now
two; two days are now often just one),
largely because of budget considerations.
Does this mean meeting results are also
diminished? Perhaps there’s just too much
content packed into a short period when
more time and space would produce better
results.   

The Meeting is Who We Are
Are your meetings reflecting your organiza-
tion's culture? Meetings should help build
or create the kind of culture you want, but
they should also reflect your present cul-
ture. So, if you say you have an innovative,
inspiring, rocking culture, then your meet-
ing better be innovative and rocking!

The Myths of Mirth
Much has been said about the importance
and use of humour and, most often, this
discussion focuses on speakers. But is there
a way that humour can be injected in the
off-stage elements of a meeting, too?  We
explore the hilarious possibilities.

DEPARTMENTS

SPEAKING OF ROI
When You Can't Afford the Speaker
What creative options exist for organizations to be able to afford a
keynote speaker? We look at creating a strong program agenda and
selecting a great speaker to participate, then we lay out strategies
to ensure that a client’s resources are not squandered. 

ASK THE EXPERT
Charity as a Way to Increase Meeting Value
We explore making charity work as part of an event and as part of
a client’s desire to be socially responsible. Several organizations
have initiated these liaisons and report positive results.

TECH TALK
Connect Before and After
With technology rapidly advancing, applications for meeting plan-
ners are hatching all the time. In this department, we identify the
top-10 ways to get people to connect before and after the meeting.

A SECOND LOOK
Revisiting Editorial
This is a new department for Speaking of IMPACT in which we pull a
story from a previous issue (between five and 10 years back) and
invite the original author to add his or her comments about how the
subject has changed or whether they have a fresh opinion to offer. 

And, our other regular departments including Industry News,
IMPACT Players and Funny Business.


